
Pepsi Bottling Plant Decreases Downtime and
Achieves Swift Payback 

Get ready for a pop of efficiency, Northwest
friends! In the heart of our caffeine-infused
region, Pepsi Bottling Ventures (PBV) of
Idaho has shaken things up with AVEVA's
game-changing solutions. 

Imagine a bottling plant where changeover
time takes a 50% nosedive, and line
efficiency skyrockets by 10%. AVEVA's
System Platform, MES, and InTouch HMI
are the secret ingredients behind this bubbly transformation, providing PBV with consistent
data, eliminating guesswork, and delivering a swift payback in less than a year. 

Cheers to Pepsi production's fizzy symphony of success, and our fantastic collaboration with
Apex Manufacturing Solutions! 

Learn More

Industry News & Blogs

Unlimited operational visibility is transforming industry
AVEVA's yearly global user conference yielded numerous highlights and opportunities to 
learn about customer successes. Read on to learn how organizations are...read more

Digital maturity journeys in manufacturing
One of the best parts of AVEVA World were the customers stories. These stories illuminate 
the diversity and innovation in customer's journey towards digital maturity...read more

Customers present benefits of the world’s most trusted operations data platform
If you value direct testimony of customers using industrial software to improve their 
operations, AVEVA World 2023 was a great place to be...read more

Connected World: AVEVA’s blueprint for industry transformation
Reflecting on industry advancements this past year, it's clear to Rob McGreevy that we are 
witnessing not merely an evolution but a revolution in manufacturing...read more

Happy New Year from Industrial Software Solutions to you and yours! 

Here's to a year of seamless automation, where every cog turns perfectly and every output 
exceeds expectations. May your factories hum with efficiency, your plants flourish, and your 
success graphs climb higher than ever before.

Thank you for choosing us to be a part of your industrial journey. Wishing you a year filled with 
streamlined operations, increased productivity, and the sweet symphony of success in every 
production cycle. Happy 2024! 
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The data-driven foundation: Why real-
time contextualized insights are the key 
to operational intelligence

Uncover the benefits of operational 
intelligence, from real-time insights for 
engineers and operators to high-level 
decision-making for executives. Learn how 
a hybrid data infrastructure acts as the 
cornerstone, providing a single source of 
truth, overcoming data silos, and 
maximizing the potential of both people 
and physical infrastructure. Dive into 
success stories from UC Davis, Pfizer, 
AGL, and The Hershey Company, 
showcasing substantial savings and 
improvements achieved through 
operational intelligence.  

Read Whitepaper

Empowering green hydrogen: Data’s 
key role in sustainable energy 
generation

Discover why industry experts view 
hydrogen as a powerful tool for 
decarbonization and a leading contender 
for carbon-free, seasonal energy storage. 
Delve into the complexities and 
opportunities of the green hydrogen value 
chain, exploring how a robust hybrid data 
infrastructure is crucial for optimizing 
production, transportation, and storage 
decisions. Don't miss out on insights from 
112 utilities, revealing their perspectives 
on green hydrogen's revenue potential 
and the necessity of strategic planning in 
this dynamic landscape.

Read Whitepaper

Did You Know...

Only 32% of utilities have sufficient data structure in place
55% of utilities expect natural gas generation to grow
78% of respondents expect future power network balancing issues from increased wind and 

solar generation
Source

Technical Resources

Recommended Reading

Orange Icon Won’t Go Away After Deploying InTouchView App

During deployment of an InTouchView app, it is normal behavior for an orange icon to appear 
over the InTouchView app instance which indicates that the files and folders are still being 
copied over to the remote machine.

You may experience an issue where this orange icon does not clear up on its own.

This tech note will provide steps to try and correct this “orange icon” issue by manually 
unsharing the InTouchViewApp folder.

 Read Tech Note 
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Webinars & Events

January 11, 2024 @ 8:30am PT 
Implementing sustainable digital 
engineering strategies in capital projects

In part 2 of the Data-Centric Design series, 
explore the value of digital strategies, 
including the integration of digital twin assets, 
for both owner operators & EPCs. Learn how 
to establish the foundation for sustainable 
digital change, explore the benefits of digital 
workflows, and understand AVEVA's role as 
a vendor partner.

Register

January 25, 2024 @ 8:30am PT 
What's new in operations control 2023 R2 
release

Join this webinar as we explore and discuss 
some of the latest enhancements from this 
release in areas of greater cloud and cross-
portfolio integration, mobility, and web. 
Including additional materials where 
attendees can explore the release updates 
in more detail.

Register

January 18, 2024 @ 8:30am PT 
Total Economic Impact™ Study: Cost 
Savings and ROI of AVEVA Data Hub

Unlock the power of AI-driven data solutions! 
A recent Forrester Consulting TEI study 
reveals a staggering 466% ROI over three 
years for AVEVA Data Hub users, with 1-2% 
revenue improvement and enhanced 
collaboration. Dive into the insights in our 
upcoming webinar – join the data revolution!

Register

Upcoming Training Courses

AVEVA Historian Server 
Date: January 23rd - January 24th 

AVEVA Historian Client
Date: January 25th - January 26th 

AVEVA Application Server
Date: February 6th - February 9th 

On-Demand
WIN-911 2024 – New User Training

Ready to dive deep into tech excellence?
Join the live demo for expert insights into 
Data Source setup, WIN-911 configuration, 
troubleshooting tips, and a treasure trove of 
technical resources. Elevate your 
experience with us! 

Register

AVEVA OMI for System Platform 
Date: February 13th - February 16th 

AVEVA InTouch HMI 
Date:  March 5th - March 8th 

Register for Courses and View Training Schedule
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In case you missed the AVEVA World 2023 event, we've got exciting news for you – all the
insightful presentations are now available online!

Explore industry success stories spanning oil and gas, power, chemicals, wastewater, and
more. Gain valuable insights into cutting-edge technologies like the PI system, AI, and asset
performance management. Discover how businesses are achieving remarkable results
through the creation of a single version of truth and actionable insights.

Access the recordings now and unlock the potential for success in your industry.

Watch now
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